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Abstract

The field of multimodal research focusing on the com-

prehension and creation of both images and text has wit-

nessed significant strides. This progress is exemplified by

the emergence of sophisticated models dedicated to image

captioning at scale, such as the notable Flamingo model

and text-to-image generative models, with DALL-E serving

as a prominent example. An interesting question worth ex-

ploring in this domain is whether Flamingo and DALL-E

understand each other. To study this question, we propose

a reconstruction task where Flamingo generates a descrip-

tion for a given image and DALL-E uses this description

as input to synthesize a new image. We argue that these

models understand each other if the generated image is

similar to the given image. Specifically, we study the re-

lationship between the quality of the image reconstruction

and that of the text generation. We find that an optimal

description of an image is one that gives rise to a gener-

ated image similar to the original one. The finding mo-

tivates us to propose a unified framework to finetune the

text-to-image and image-to-text models. Concretely, the re-

construction part forms a regularization loss to guide the

tuning of the models. Extensive experiments on multiple

datasets with different image captioning and image gener-

ation models validate our findings and demonstrate the ef-

fectiveness of our proposed unified framework. As DALL-E

and Flamingo are not publicly available, we use Stable Dif-

fusion and BLIP in the remaining work. Project website:

https://dalleflamingo.github.io.

1. Introduction
Recently, multimodal research that aims to improve ma-

chine understanding of images and text has made signif-
icant advances [42, 43, 46, 8, 38, 59, 67, 21]. Text-to-
image generation models such as DALL-E [44, 43] and
Stable Diffusion (SD) [46] are capable of converting com-
plex textual descriptions [47] from real-world scenarios
into high-fidelity images [43, 24, 40, 44]. Conversely,
image-to-text generation models, e.g., Flamingo [2] and
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Figure 1. Illustration of the communication tasks between SD and
BLIP. Top: SD generates an image for each caption created by
BLIP, where an accurately reconstructed image indicates a more
precise caption. Bottom: The reverse task involves SD generating
image candidates, which are then used by BLIP to produce cap-
tions for those images. The best image that represents a text is the
one that leads to the best reconstruction of the original text.

BLIP [35], exhibit the ability to comprehend the intri-
cate semantics present in images and produce coherent de-
scriptions [57, 26, 56, 55, 62, 37, 60]. Despite the close-
ness of the image captioning and text-to-image generation
tasks, they are often studied in isolation from each other,
i.e., the communication between these models is under-
explored [38, 30]. This raises an interesting question: do
image-to-text generation models and text-to-image genera-
tion models possess mutual understanding? Concretely, we
investigate this question by letting an image-to-text model,
BLIP, generate a text description for a given image, which
subsequently serves as input to a text-to-image model, SD,
to synthesize a new image1. We argue that BLIP and SD
understand each other if the generated image is similar to
the source image. Such mutual understanding may en-
hance their respective abilities to comprehend underlying
concepts, resulting in superior caption generation and im-
age synthesis. Figure 1 illustrates this idea, where the upper
caption is a better representation of the input image than the

1The initial idea of this work was motivated by Flamingo and DALL-E.
However, their model weights are unavailable at the time of publication.

This ICCV paper is the Open Access version, provided by the Computer Vision Foundation.
Except for this watermark, it is identical to the accepted version;

the final published version of the proceedings is available on IEEE Xplore.
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lower caption as it leads to a more faithful reconstruction of
the original image.

To verify this assumption, we design two reconstruc-
tion tasks: image-text-image and text-image-text, shown
in Figure 1. For the first reconstruction task, we evaluate
the similarity between the semantics of the generated im-
age and the input image, e.g., by computing the distance of
image features extracted with a pretrained CLIP image en-
coder [42]. Afterward, we compare the generated text with
human-annotated captions to assess the quality of the gen-
erated text [53]. Our experiments reveal that the quality of
the reconstruction depends on the quality of the generated
text. This leads to our first finding: the best description
for an image is the description that enables the generative
model to recreate the original image. Similarly, we design
the reverse task where SD generates an image from a given
text, and subsequently, BLIP produces a text from the gen-
erated image. We find that the best image representation for
text is the one that generated the original text. We conjec-
ture that through the reconstruction task, information on the
input image is well preserved in the textual description and
that meaningful description leads to a faithful recovery back
to the image modality.

Based on our findings, we propose a novel finetuning
framework that facilitates communication between text-to-
image and image-to-text models, enabling them to talk to
each other. Specifically, in our framework, a generative
model not only receives training signals from human labels
but also from a reconstruction loss. For a given image or
text, one model first generates a representation of the input
in the other modality and then the other model converts this
representation back to the input modality. The reconstruc-
tion part forms a regularization loss to guide the finetun-
ing of the first model. In this way, they acquire not only
human supervision but also self-supervision that the gen-
eration should lead to a more accurate reconstruction. For
example, the image captioning model should favor captions
that not only match the labeled image-text pairs but also
those that can lead to reliable reconstructions.

Our work is closely related to inter-agent communica-
tion. Language is a major means of exchanging informa-
tion between agents. But how can we be sure that the first
agent has the same understanding of what a cat or a dog is
as the second agent? In this paper, we have the first agent
analyze an image and produce a text describing that image.
The second agent then obtains the text and simulates an im-
age based on the text. This latter process can be thought of
as an embodiment process [52]. We propose that commu-
nication is successful if the image simulated by the second
agent is close to the image the first agent received as input.
In essence, we test the effectiveness of language, which is
the main communication venue of humans.

We conduct experiments leveraging the off-the-shelf

models [42, 35, 10, 45, 46, 64], in particular recently
developed large-scale pre-trained image captioning mod-
els [35, 34] and image generation models [46, 64]. Exten-
sive experiments demonstrated the advantages of our pro-
posed framework for various generative models, in both
training-free and finetuning settings. Specifically, in the
training-free paradigm, our framework significantly en-
hanced the caption and image generation, whereas, for fine-
tuning, we achieved improved results for both generative
models. Our main contributions are summarized as follows:

• Framework: To the best of our knowledge, we are
the first to explore the communication of standard
alone image-to-text and text-to-image generative mod-
els through human-interpretable text and image repre-
sentations. Contrastively, related work unifies image
and text generation implicitly through an embedding
space.

• Findings: We find that the quality of a caption can be
evaluated by assessing the image reconstruction pro-
duced by a text-to-image model. The best caption for
an image is one that leads to the most accurate recon-
struction of the original image. Similarly, the best im-
age for a caption is the image that leads to the best
reconstruction of the original text.

• Improvements: Based on our findings, we propose a
unified framework to enhance both the image-to-text
and text-to-image models. This involves finetuning the
image-to-text model using a reconstruction loss com-
puted by a text-to-image model as regularization, and
finetuning the text-to-image model using a reconstruc-
tion loss computed by an image-to-text model. We an-
alyzed and verified the effectiveness of our framework.

2. Related Work

Text to Image Generation Popular text-conditioned im-
age generation models mainly include GAN [19, 29, 28],
VAE [31, 64, 14, 18, 61], and recently developed diffusion
models [24, 40, 46, 43, 47, 5]. Diffusion models model im-
age generation as a Markov Chain and learn the reversed
process, where a noise vector is gradually denoised into an
image [24]. For text-guided image generation, generative
models compute the conditional probability of generating
an image given the text. DALL-E [43] and SD [46] are rep-
resentatives of such diffusion-based models that are scaled
to real-world complexity. Such large-scale generative mod-
els are trained on an extensive amount of image-text pairs
like the LAION [49] dataset obtained from the web. The uti-
lization of large-scale datasets allows these models to gener-
ate a vast diversity of images from intricate text inputs. The
focus of this work is specifically on examining the mutual
understanding of these large-scale models.
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Figure 2. Illustration of our proposed inference framework. Left: a pipeline for image-text-image. The input image is fed to BLIP
for caption generation and SD reconstructs the image from the generated text. The generated image is compared with the input image
using a similarity function, e.g., based on image embeddings, which is utilized to evaluate the quality of the generated caption. We treat
human-annotated captions as ground truth representations of the input image. Right: a pipeline for text-image-text. The reverse task for
reconstructing text is demonstrated here.

Image Captioning Image captioning describes a scene us-
ing natural language [26, 56, 55, 62, 37, 60]. As one of the
representatives of image captioning models, BLIP consists
of an image encoder to understand the image features and a
text decoder to generate text in an autoregressive manner.
The image encoder uses a vision-transformer [15] back-
bone, which divides an image into a sequence of patches
and outputs a sequence of embeddings that serve as the
grounding information for text generation. Thereafter, a
text decoder predicts the next token by attending to previ-
ous tokens and the encoded visual states. A recent trend in
image captioning research is to develop large-scale visual
language models that unify text generation with multiple
image-text understanding tasks, e.g., image-based question
answering and image-text retrieval [2, 13, 60]. We utilize
BLIP as the image captioning method in this work.
Vision Language Representation Learning and Under-
standing Representation learning for vision and language
handles semantic alignment between different modali-
ties [51, 12, 13, 66, 7, 21]. A popular approach is to uti-
lize contrastive learning on large-scale image and text pair
datasets to obtain a unified representation of different rep-
resentations for the same concept [42]. For unimodal im-
age representation, self-supervised visual encoders, e.g.,
DINO [10], are proposed to encode visual semantics. For
unimodal text representation, language models such as
SBERT [45] can well extract semantics from the text. Sev-
eral works have been proposed to enhance image and text
generation by leveraging aligned image and text representa-
tions in the embedding space [38, 6, 58]. In contrast to their
work, we aim to understand the representations learned by
different image-to-text and text-to-image generative models
using text or image as an interface.

3. Findings: Do BLIP and Stable Diffusion Un-
derstand Each Other?

In this section, we introduce two reconstruction tasks to
test the mutual understanding of frozen BLIP and SD. We
present our findings that a training-free reconstruction pro-
cess can enhance the quality of a generated text or image.

3.1. Task Setup

Image-Text-Image This task aims to study the relationship
between the quality of a reconstructed image and that of a
caption. As shown on the left side of Figure 2, BLIP de-
scribes a given image in text, and SD generates an image
from this description. Firstly, BLIP describes a source im-
age x with different caption candidates {y(i)}i=1:N . When
generating the captions, we use Top-p sampling [25] as the
default sampling method while also examining two addi-
tional sampling strategies. Secondly, the captions are given
to the SD to generate one image x̂(i) for each caption y(i).
We acquire N generated images for each input image. Fi-
nally, we compute the similarity between a generated image
and its corresponding input image, as shown in red dashed
lines in Figure 2. We utilize image embeddings obtained
from pretrained encoders such as CLIP image encoder and
DINO. The image encoder first encodes the input image x
and a generated image x̂(i) into embeddings space and the
cosine similarity between the two embeddings is computed.
We also experiment with additional image fidelity measures
for a more solid evaluation.

Text-Image-Text Likewise, in the setting of SD talking to

BLIP, shown on the right side of Figure 2, we investigate
whether an improved text reconstruction corresponds to a
superior image representation for a given text. We randomly
sample a text from the image-text pair dataset and generate
N images for each text using SD. Then BLIP generates a
description for each input image using beam search [17].
Following this, we use different methods to calculate the
similarity between the input and generated text, which is
shown as the red dashed line in Figure 2. The similarity is
computed with a text encoder where the alignment between
two text embeddings extracted by the encoder is calculated.
Two encoders are applied in our work. The first one is a
multimodal text encoder, i.e., CLIP text encoder trained to
align text and image features; The second one is a unimodal
text encoder, i.e., SBERT [45] trained only on text data. Be-
sides, traditional text similarity metrics like CIDEr [53] and
WMD [33] between texts are also applied.
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3.2. Evaluation Protocols

Evaluation Metric Image Captioning: We report standard
metrics, including BLEU [41], CIDEr [53], SPICE [3], and
WMD [33], as well as an embedding-based metric that com-
putes the cosine distance between the embeddings of a can-
didate text and a human-labeled reference caption. For
that, the CLIP text encoder and SBERT text encoder are
used to obtain the caption embeddings. Image Generation:

We use standard fidelity scores like FID [23] and Incep-
tion Score (IS) [48] to quantify the quality of the generated
images. Similar to the caption evaluation, we also report
embedding-based image distances between a generated and
a real reference image. For that, we report the CLIP Visual
Score similar to [32] and the DINO Score [10].
Implementation Details We set the number of caption can-
didates to N=10. The NoCaps [1] validation set and the
COCO Karpathy test split [27] are used to support the eval-
uation. We randomly sample a caption for each image in the
dataset for the input of the text-image-text task. All mod-
els are frozen in this section, without any finetuning. More
implementation details can be found in Appendix A.

3.3. Findings
Insight I: a Better Caption is the One That Leads to a
Better Visual Reconstruction. In the setting of image-text-
image, we compute the captioning score of each generated
text description, as well as the similarity score between the
corresponding generated image and the input image. Then
we rank the image similarities within N generated pairs for
each input image and then aggregate the caption scores over
the entire dataset. Figure 3 displays the correlation between
the quality of the image reconstruction and the caption qual-
ity. Four scoring metrics and three similarity methods are
analyzed in this experiment.

It is evident from Figure 3 that the reconstruction qual-
ity evaluated by a text-to-image model reveals the qual-
ity of the generated caption for the input image. Specifi-
cally, the better the reconstructed image, the better the cap-
tion score, independent of the similarity and the evaluation
metrics. Moreover, DINO shows on-par performance with
CLIP, even though DINO is trained only with image aug-
mentations and contrastive learning on the pixel space. This
rules out the possibility that CLIP might influence the com-
parison since it is trained to align multimodal image-text
features. Furthermore, we obtain consistent results for both
embedding-based captioning metrics and word frequency
matching metrics.

Quantitatively, we compare our method with the base-
line sampling method. For baseline, we repeat the sampling
multiple times and average the final captioning metric. As
shown in Table 1, our approach consistently produces bet-
ter captions. The relative gain is more significant for No-

Caps, especially for the out-domain subset, which contains
novel objects that usually require accurate concepts to de-
scribe. The choice of the hyperparameter for the baseline
sampling method is discussed in Appendix B. Additionally,
we find our conclusion consistent for two different sam-
pling strategies widely used for captioning (See Appendix
C). The number of candidates N has minimal impact on the
conclusion and is discussed in Appendix D.

Qualitatively, we observed plausible improvements. Our
approach accurately describes the bird in Figure 5 with de-
tailed attributes. More figures are in Appendix E.

Figure 3. Evaluation of the image-text-image pipeline with three
similarity and four caption metrics on the NoCaps dataset. The re-
sult suggests that regardless of the similarity or evaluation metric,
better image reconstruction always leads to better captions.

Figure 4. Evaluation of the text-image-text pipeline with four types
of similarity and three types of evaluation metrics on the NoCaps
dataset. The result is consistent for all types of combinations.

Insight II: a Better Image is the One That Leads to a
Better Text Reconstruction. Similarly, we find that text
reconstruction boosts the quality of text-to-image genera-
tion. As shown in Figure 4, when the reconstructed text is
dissimilar to the original text, on average the image quality
is low. In contrast, high-quality reconstruction is associated
with a high-quality image. This holds true for both the fi-
delity and semantic metrics on image generation evaluation.
For different similarity functions, we find that embedding-
based similarity methods, i.e., CLIP and SBERT, perform
better than similarity metrics based on word co-occurrence,
i.e., CIDEr and WMD. Table 2 demonstrates the quantita-
tive improvement of our method compared to the baseline in
terms of fidelity and semantic alignment. Additionally, we
present a qualitative example in Figure 5. The last image
does not properly represent the input text describing a piece
of cheesecake, which leads to an inaccurate caption in the
next step. By comparing the generated captions with the in-
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Nocaps COCO
In-domain Near-domain Out-domain Overall Karpathy Test

Method CIDEr SPICE CIDEr SPICE CIDEr SPICE CIDEr SPICE B@3 B@4 CIDEr SPICE
Baseline Sampling 75.1 12.4 72.4 11.9 78.7 11.5 74.1 11.9 32.4 21.9 90.1 19.6
Ours 77.3 12.9 78.3 12.6 88.8 12.4 80.3 12.6 32.5 22.0 92.0 20.1
Gain (%) +2.9 +4.0 +8.1 +5.9 +12.8 +7.8 +8.4 +5.9 +0.4 +0.3 +2.1 +2.2

Table 1. Comparison of the baseline captioning model and our proposed method on Nocaps and COCO datasets. Our method outperforms
the baseline sampling method on all metrics. The relative gain of our method compared to the sampling method is given in the third row.
B@k: BLEU@k.
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Figure 5. Qualitative examples of reconstruction tasks. The left side shows image reconstruction for the given input image of a bird. Two
samples are shown with their generated images, ranked by the image similarity. The right side shows text reconstruction whereas the first
sample gives a high-quality image as well as high-quality text reconstruction.

NoCaps COCO
Model CLIP# FID# IS" CLIP# FID# IS"
Sampling 40.54 32.37 41.19 42.54 44.76 30.01
Ours 33.47 29.59 45.64 34.74 42.02 31.62
Gain (%) +17.4 +8.6 +9.8 +18.3 +6.1 +5.4

Table 2. Comparison of our proposed method to SD on image
generation. Our method uses BLIP to filter out generated images
based on text reconstruction.

put text, we find better images that faithfully depict the text.
These examples highlight the finding that an image-to-text
model can be used to assess the quality of a generated im-
age, i.e., the more similar the reconstructed text to the input
text, the higher the quality of the generated image.

Additional experiments with different image captioning
and text-to-image generation models in Appendix F lead to
the same conclusion for the two tasks.

4. Method: Let BLIP and Stable Diffusion Talk
Based on the insights in the last section, we introduce a

novel approach to finetuning the image captioning and text-
to-image models by incorporating reconstructions as reg-
ularization losses. Similar to the last section, we introduce
two pipelines: image-text-image and text-image-text. In the
first pipeline, BLIP generates a caption for a given image,
where SD is guided by this caption to reconstruct the input
image. The core component is a differentiable layer that
connects the output of the BLIP with the input of SD. This
connection allows optimizing BLIP using the loss computed
by SD in the text-to-image generation process. Likewise, in
the second pipeline, we optimize the SD model using the
loss obtained from comparing the generated text by BLIP
with the input text. A schematic of our training framework
is presented in Figure 6 and explained below.

4.1. Image-Text-Image

Text Generation Stage The left box in Figure 6 (a) illus-
trates the standard image captioning process using the BLIP
model. BLIP takes an image x 2 RH⇥W⇥3 in RGB space
as input and produces a sequence of tokens yt. The predic-
tion of each token yt at time step t relies on tokens generated
in previous steps y<t and the image embeddings. To ac-
celerate the training using batch operation, a ground-truth
caption y is fed to BLIP with an attention mask, ensuring
that each token’s prediction is causally dependent on the to-
kens that came before it. In this way, BLIP can generate a
caption for an input image using only a single forward pass
during training. Therefore, the training objective of the im-
age captioning model is to minimize the cross-entropy loss
between the ground truth text and the predicted text, defined
as

LTG = Ex,y⇠D
⇥
⇧tp✓(yt|y<t, x)

⇤
, (1)

where ✓ refers to the weights of BLIP and D refers to the
dataset from which a ground-truth image-text pair (x, y)
is sampled. The BLIP model was pretrained using LTG.
Throughout the finetuning process, this loss is further uti-
lized to update the weights of BLIP, preventing its predic-
tions from deviating from the text used in pretraining.
Differentiable Connection The final softmax layer of BLIP
generates a token distribution ĝt 2 RV at each timestep
which is used to decode a discrete token yt during image
captioning. V represents the size of the vocabulary of a
tokenizer. However, instead of sampling a specific yt at
each step, we store the token distributions ĝ 2 RL⇥V for
all timesteps, where L is the number of tokens in a cap-
tion. During the training phase, this can be obtained after a
forward process of the input image. Subsequently, we com-
pute the dot product of the token distributions ĝ with the vo-
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Figure 6. Illustration of our proposed finetuning framework. We introduce a reconstruction pipeline starting from an image (left) and a
reconstruction pipeline starting from the text (right). Input images and text shown at the bottom (dashed boxes) are only used during
training and will be dropped during inference. For illustration proposes, we omit the VAE in SD without changing the principles. Causal
masking is a technique for language modeling during training. The diffusion step denotes adding noise to the input image.

cabulary embeddings E 2 RV⇥D of SD’s tokenizer. This
produces text embeddings, which are used to guide image
generation. Later stages follow the standard text-to-image
generation pipeline.

In addition, to address the discrepancy between the to-
kenizers used by BLIP and SD, we employ a hard-coded
transformation matrix to map the vocabulary of BLIP’s tok-
enizer to that of SD (See Appendix G). For future work, we
will explore discrete sampling methods for caption genera-
tion. In this work, we stick to our simple strategy as it has
proven to be useful in practice.
Image Reconstruction Stage The right box of Figure 6 (a)
shows the conventional procedure of training a text-guided
image generative diffusion model. The model is trained
on an input image x along with its textual description y.
The training procedure involves a forward diffusion process
wherein a clean image is progressively destructed by intro-
ducing noise in iterative steps. Then SD learns a reversed
process where it predicts the noise that is necessary to re-
construct the denoised image for each step. In the context
of text-to-image generation, the input text y is processed by
the text encoder as conditional information to guide this re-
versed denoising process.

Specifically, for the diffusion process, a noise vector ✏
for timestep t is sampled from a normal distribution. A
noised image xt of the original clean image x0 for timestep
t is computed following a predefined noise scheduling pro-
cess denoted as xt =

p
↵tx0 +

p
1� ↵t✏, where ↵t is

a predefined scalar value for noise scheduling. The U-
Net 2 of SD predicts ✏ from xt, t, and the encoding of
the text input c. Formally, the training objective of SD
is to minimize a mean squared error (MSE), defined as
L = Ex,y⇠D,t⇠[1,T ]

h
k✏̂ (xt, t, c) � ✏k2

i
, where  repre-

sents the weights of SD and T is a fixed number for diffu-
sion steps. SD uses a CLIP text encoder ⇡ to encode the

2In fact, SD utilizes a variational autoencoder to compress the image
into a latent space and subsequently learns the diffusion process in that
space. For more details, readers are referred to [46].

text y, written as c = ⇡(y). In our proposed approach, the
encoding is obtained using c = ⇡(ĝ), which incorporates
the modification introduced in the preceding subsection. In
summary, the image reconstruction loss is,

LIR = Ex,y⇠D,t⇠[1,T ]

h
k✏̂ (x, t,⇡(ĝ))� ✏k2

i
. (2)

Intuitively, if a caption is of high quality in describing the
content of the input image, SD is expected to have a lower
loss in reconstructing that image. During training, we uni-
formly sample a timestep t for each predicted caption.

In contrast to the approach outlined in Section 3.1, our
novel design does not require an extra image encoder since
the input image is already incorporated into the generation
process of SD. This aligns with the standard training pro-
cedure, where SD reconstructs a given ground-truth image
rather than generating a new image from scratch. Directly
converting the approach in Section 3.1 into a training frame-
work would be impractical as it requires a costly sampling
procedure.

4.2. Text-Image-Text

Image Generation Stage This stage is equivalent to the
conventional training of SD described above. Similar to Eq.
2, the loss is defined as

LIG = Ex,y⇠D,t⇠[1,T ]

h
k✏̂ (xt, t,⇡(y))� ✏k2

i
. (3)

However, this procedure does not directly produce a clean
image, which is required as input for BLIP. For that, we
adopt the 1-step approximation [36, 54] technique for dif-
fusion models. Specifically, based on the noisy image xt

and SD’s predicted noise ✏̂ = ✏̂ (xt, t,⇡(y)), a clean image
x̂0 can be recovered by x̂0 = 1p

↵t
(xt �

p
1� ↵t✏̂). Dur-

ing training, for each sampled timestep t, we predict x̂0 and
feed the prediction to BLIP for caption generation.
Text Reconstruction Stage The BLIP takes the predicted
image x̂0 as input and produces a caption. Following the
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Nocaps COCO
Method I-C N-C O-C B@1 B@2 B@3 B@4 CIDEr SPICE B@3 B@4 CIDEr SPICE
BLIP ViT-B [35] 111.8 108.6 111.5 83.6 68.2 50.6 32.0 109.7 14.7 50.5 39.7 133.3 23.8
Ours ViT-B, SD 114.9 110.8 112.9 84.6 69.4 51.9 32.9 111.8 14.9 51.4 40.1 134.6 24.0
BLIP ViT-L [35] 114.9 112.1 115.3 84.2 69.3 51.7 33.1 113.2 14.8 51.4 40.4 136.7 24.3
Ours ViT-L, SD 116.1 113.0 115.6 84.7 70.0 52.5 33.6 114.0 14.9 52.0 40.9 137.3 24.1
BLIP-2 [34] 122.7 118.0 123.8 86.8 73.2 56.2 37.0 119.9 15.4 55.5 43.7 145.8 25.2
Ours BLIP-2, SD 123.8 119.3 124.2 86.9 73.5 56.5 37.1 121.0 15.4 56.0 44.1 146.4 25.2

Table 3. Evaluation results of image captioning. We conduct experiments with different image captioning models (BLIP ViT-B, BLIP
ViT-L, BLIP-2) with an image generation model (SD). I-C/N-C/O-C: In-/Near-/Out-domain CIDEr. The remaining metrics are on the
entire set. B@k: BLEU@k.

same procedure in the text generation stage, the text recon-
struction loss is defined as

LTR = Ex,y⇠D
⇥
⇧tp✓(yt|y<t, x̂0)

⇤
. (4)

The major difference is that LTR is conditioned on images
with gradients originating from SD, which allows optimiz-
ing SD’s parameters by BLIP’s loss.

4.3. Full Training Objective

We simplify the training pipelines by adding the individ-
ual losses into a single training loss, and then optimizing
both models on this summed loss. The parameters of both
models are updated at each iteration, enabling a joint im-
provement of both models.

L(✓, ) = LTG + LIR + LIG + LTR. (5)

See Appendix H for a discussion on our loss function, in-
cluding its connection to CycleGAN [65], and the pseudo-
code for the training framework.

5. Experimental Setup

Dataset and Evaluation Training dataset: We finetune
both BLIP and SD on the COCO Karpathy train split [27]
of 113k images, each associated with five captions. Image

Captioning: Following [35], the image captioning is evalu-
ated on the COCO test set and NoCaps validation set, uti-
lizing metrics described in Section 3.2. Unlike the COCO
dataset, which contains images with common object cat-
egories, the NoCaps dataset includes images in the wild,
making it a challenging benchmark for zero-shot evaluation
for image captioning. Image Generation: For image gener-
ation, we report the CLIP image distance, defined in Section
3.2, on the COCO test set and the NoCaps validation set.
Likewise, the NoCaps dataset is used as a zero-shot evalua-
tion benchmark. As each image is associated with multiple
captions, we randomly sample a caption for each image to
construct these two test sets.

Baselines and Models Image Captioning: BLIP ViT-B de-
notes the BLIP model with ViT-B/16 as the visual back-
bone. BLIP ViT-L uses a larger variant of ViT, i.e., ViT-
L/16. We use the bootstrapped and finetuned version since
they are optimized to produce the best baselines for caption-
ing. We further explore the BLIP-2 ViT-G OPT2.7B which
is among the SOTA captioning methods. We do not further
finetune their models as they have already been finetuned
on the same dataset using text generation loss. Thus we use
performance metrics reported from their paper [35, 34]. For
the metrics that are not available, we run the evaluation with
their published code and weights to get the results. Image

Generation: Since, as of this writing, we have not found
any other publicly available text-to-image generation mod-
els with on-par performance, we utilize SD as the baseline
model. We use the weights of sd-v1-4.ckpt for SD. The out-
put image size is 512 except for BLIP-2, where we down-
scaled the image size to 384 due to hardware constraints.
Since SD is not trained on the COCO dataset, we finetune
SD using MSE loss to serve as a baseline method.

For our finetuning framework, we conducted experi-
ments with the combinations of the three above-mentioned
image captioning models and the text-to-image model. For
the ablation study, we use BLIP ViT-B as the default setting.

Training Details To improve the efficiency, we finetune a
subset of weights of SD and BLIP following heuristics [32]
and hyperparameter search. For BLIP ViT-B and ViT-L, we
finetune the query projection weights in the cross-attention
layer of the text decoder and freeze the other components.
For BLIP-2, the query tokens are adapted. For SD, we
finetune the query projection weights in the cross-attention
layer. Unless specified, we use a learning rate of 1e-4 and
batch size of 8 and finetune the framework for 5 epochs.
The experiments are conducted on an A10 GPU with 24GB
of memory. The finetuning is efficient, requiring only a for-
ward pass for both BLIP and SD per input. Thus, the ad-
ditional computations introduced by the reconstruction pro-
cess are relatively minor, amounting to approximately 1.4
times the original cost.
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GT:  A man falling off of a bull during a
riding event
BLIP: A man riding on the back of a cow
Ours: A man is falling off of a black cow

GT:  A red panda is on the grass and
under a branch
BLIP: A brown and black animal standing
on top of a lush green field
Ours: A red panda is walking through the
grass

GT:  A gold car next to a stop sign
BLIP: A brown sports car parked in a
parking lot
Ours: A brown sports car next to a stop
sign

Figure 7. Qualitative evaluation of image captioning. From top to down, we show a ground-truth (GT) caption, a generated caption from
BLIP ViT-B, and a generated caption from our finetuned model of ViT-B.

SD:
A green car parked
outside of a house

Ours:

Figure 8. Qualitative evaluation of image generation. The left side
shows a textual input and a reference image. The upper images on
the right side are generated by the SD baseline. The lower images
are generated from our model.

6. Evaluation Results
Here we present a comprehensive evaluation of our

framework by comparing it to baselines and showing quali-
tative results. In addition, we discuss and analyze our train-
ing objective.
Improvement in Image Captioning Table 3 shows the per-
formance of different models on the image captioning task.
We report a broader set of metrics on the entire dataset for
a more detailed evaluation. As shown in the table, our fine-
tuned model demonstrated improved performance across
most metrics. Our approach is effective across different
sizes (ViT-B vs ViT-L) and architectures (BLIP vs BLIP-2)
of image captioning models. Note that our model outper-
forms ViT-B with a 2% improvement in CIDEr, which is
a larger gain compared to BLIP’s 0.7% improvement ob-
tained through bootstrapping on a dataset of 129M images.
Improvement in Image Generation Similarly, we com-
pare the performance of text-to-image generation models
in Table 4. We observe that SD finetuned with our recon-
struction loss can produce more semantically aligned im-
ages on the NoCaps dataset that contains diverse and real-
world scenarios, despite slightly reduced fidelity. Finetun-
ing SD solely with MSE loss on human-labeled image-text
pairs yields improvements in the COCO test set, which has
the same data distribution as the training data. However,
this approach leads to worse performance in image fidelity
and degraded alignment on the NoCaps dataset. In general,
utilizing reconstruction loss leads to improvements over hu-
man supervision. Our proposed framework has demon-
strated significant potential to improve image generation.
Qualitative Results Our method generates a more faithful
description of a scene in terms of relationships, context, and
fine-grained concepts. For example, BLIP correctly recog-

NoCaps COCO
Model CLIP # FID # CLIP # FID #
SD [46] 0.4039 21.19 0.4248 27.08
SD MSE 0.4077 24.32 0.4011 25.66
Ours ViT-B, SD 0.3978 21.96 0.4068 24.68
Ours ViT-L, SD 0.4031 22.92 0.4071 24.21

Table 4. Evaluation results of image generation. We compare base-
line methods, SD and MSE loss, with our image generation models
that are finetuned with two image captioning models.

nizes the objects in the left-most image in Figure 7, but it
fails to predict the relationship between them. In contrast,
our model generates a correct description, likely driven by
the reconstruction loss that the visual perception of a man
riding a cow is different from that of a man falling off a cow.
In addition, Figure 8 shows an example of generated images
using our model and SD baseline method. The baseline may
neglect certain objects like the car, whereas our method re-
flects the text prompt. More figures are in Appendix J.

Captioning Image Generation
Model CIDEr SPICE Model CLIP # FID #
Ours 111.8 14.9 Ours 0.3978 21.96
w/o LTG 102.3 14.0 w/o LIG 0.4241 26.56
w/o LIR 109.7 14.7 w/o LTR 0.4077 24.32

Table 5. Analysis of the loss function. We conduct experiments
with either only the regularization loss or only the supervision of
image-text pairs.

Analysis of Loss Function We investigate the effectiveness
of our proposed loss function, especially examining if the
reconstruction loss alone can still lead to the improvement
exhibited above. The first row in Table 5 shows the results
of our final models trained on the combined pipelines using
Eq. 5, whereas for the second and third rows, we separately
train the two pipelines and ablate the loss terms. The sec-
ond row on the left side of the table refers to the BLIP model
trained solely on LIR using the framework in Figure 6 (a).
As expected, the model struggles to provide competitive re-
sults. This shows the benefit of human supervision, which
prevents the model from overfitting the reconstruction ob-
jective. For completeness, we also show the performance of
BLIP with only the image captioning objective in the third
row of Table 5. As our training framework involves dif-
ferent loss terms and finetuning strategies, a more detailed
analysis of those aspects can be found in Appendix I.
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7. Discussions and Limitations
Besides our findings and improvements, this work also

opens up avenues for potential future directions. 1) The
novel design of backpropagating through SD allows image
generation to be used as a downstream task, wherein the
knowledge in diffusion models is effectively transferred. 2)
The findings in our work inspire the development of label-
free evaluation metrics for image captioning.

The primary limitation of this work is the restricted
scope of improvement. In our work, the degree of improve-
ment in BLIP and SD depends on their initial capacities. As
a result, challenges may remain for complex images or in-
tricate descriptions which are not well covered in the data
distribution for pretraining. Besides, we treat the transfor-
mations from image to text and text to image as a black
box, lacking a deeper understanding of the alignment be-
tween layers within models in the generation processes. We
leave further exploration with explanation methods in fu-
ture work [50, 4, 22]. Another under-explored perspective
is the robustness of our finetuning paradigm. Concretely, it
is not clear how the fine-tuned models perform under out-
of-distribution images and texts [20, 11]. Additionally, our
work also inherits the known limitations of large-scale gen-
erative models [2, 63], bringing concerns about possible bi-
ases or harmful content generation.

8. Conclusion
In this work, we investigated mutual understanding be-

tween multimodal image-to-text models and text-to-image
models through image-text-image and text-image-text re-
construction tasks. We found that the reconstruction quality
of text-to-image and image-to-text models can be utilized to
evaluate the quality of the text or image generation. Specif-
ically, the best textual description for an image is one that
leads to a better reconstruction of the input image. The best
image representation of text input is one that leads to a bet-
ter recovery of the original text. Leveraging these findings,
we proposed a novel framework for finetuning the image
captioning and image generation models. We demonstrated
enhanced performance of our models on both tasks. Our
work advocates further exploring multimodal communica-
tion between text-to-image and image-to-text models. Fi-
nally, our work demonstrated the value of symbolic sen-
tences to convey information: Image content can effectively
be compressed into a sentence, and a sentence can be recon-
structed as an image. This latter step can be considered a
form of grounded cognition or embodiment.
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